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CLUBS & RINKS

FEATURES

COMPETITIONS

Some special bonspiels
have been played and
East Kilbride ice rink
has reopened!

The Scottish men return
from their USA tour,
while the WCF promote
clean curling

The Scottish Junior
Girls are bringing home
silver, and the Scottish
Curling Championship
finals have been played!
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CLUBS & RINKS

MUSKETEERS CURLING CLUB
AT QUEBEC INTERNATIONAL
BONSPIEL
The Musketeers were on tour again and revisiting Quebec, the scene
of their 2014 triumph. This time skip Alan Chalmers was supported by
Gordon Addison, Andy Penker, William Walker and Graeme Kirkpatrick
(both dusting off their Bally Shots after an 11 year absence from the
sport!). It is a fantastic competition, played in a beautiful city where all
competitors stay in the Chateau Frontenac.

The 104th anniversary had 36 teams playing for the title. MCC were drawn against
last year’s winners and trounced them 10 -0! However they were knocked into the
low road at the quarter final stage after a measure at an extra end. The City of Quebec
Cup was secured in a good final and MCC returned with medals and a title again!
The hospitality was superb and despite the terrorist tragedy in the city during

the competition the bonspiel was a great success - a must visit for
touring clubs! The organiser, Derek White, will be a visitor on the
next Strathcoma Cup tour.
ARTICLE AND PHOTO: GORDON ADDISON

MARKINCH
CURLING CLUB
175TH ANNIVERSARY
BONSPIEL
Markinch Curling Club was founded on 27 January 1842 and to celebrate our 175th anniversary we held a bonspiel at Kirkcaldy
Ice Rink on Wednesday 25 January 2017. 80 curlers took part in this event both from Markinch Curling Club as well as 20 curlers
invited from other clubs. We curl regularly with these clubs in local Fife leagues or in friendly games. The furthest travelled was
from Aberdeen. Each player received a commemorative anniversary badge, pen and whisky miniature as well as a copy of the
175th anniversary booklet detailing the history of our club.
The bonspiel started at 6pm after teams were led on to the ice by piper, Cameron Walker. Trophies were presented to members of the winning rink at
the end of the night. The winning team were Robert Wylie from Glenrothes CC, Alistair Noble from Dunfermline CC, Bill Drysdale from Markinch CC and
Bob Cathcart Senior from Largo CC. Bob also cut out anniversary cake as he previously played in our 150th bonspiel and attended the dinner for our 125th
anniversary.
Ronnie Wilson, Markinch Curling Club President, said

“

“

I have been delighted with the comments and emails from those who took part. Everyone has said they thoroughly
enjoyed the evening. It was a fun event and our committee worked hard to make sure everything happened as it
should. We have been fund raising for about two years to finance the bonspiel and to encourage new members.

ARTICLE: MORAG ERSKINE
PHOTO: KEITH BARKER-SMITH

EAST KILBRIDE ICE RINK
OPENS AFTER
REFURBISHMENT
East Kilbride’s multi-million leisure centre was opened in
November with a large celebration. The ice rink is just one of the
many facilities included on site, featuring alongside restaurants
and cafes, a climbing wall, an aerial adventure course and a
cinema.

The ice rink closed for refurbishment in 2015, 25 years after opening its
doors. It is a multi-sport facility and hosts over 100,000 skaters each year in
addition to the curlers.
PHOTO: ROBERT H CORBETT
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BANK OF SCOTLAND
40TH ANNIVERSARY
CHAMPIONSHIPS
Bank of Scotland Curlers from Edinburgh, Fife,
Glasgow, Highland and Perth and District competed over
the weekend 22nd - 24th January in the 40th Anniversary
of the Bank of Scotland Championships.

The 1977 Championships were held at the ice rink in Aviemore
until it closed and then moved south to Dewars Centre, Perth.
Many “weel kent” faces including RCCC past president, Bill Duncan
and former Chairman of the RCCC board, Willie Nicoll, competed
in this year’s Championships. The winners were Perth and District
narrowly overcoming local rivals Fife in a closely fought final.

Winning Perth Rink consisted of skip Gordon Russell, George Delgaty, Bill Duncan
and Ron Mathewson. The Fife team who were runners up were skip Bill Linton,
Willie Nicoll, Brian Boyes and Neil Anderson

ARTICLE: GEORGE DELGATY
PHOTO: TOM JARVIS

DO YOU WANT TO BE PART OF THE NEXT YOUR CURLER?
Complete our online form by...

MARCH 22nd 2017

Visit the RCCC website or click >>

North West Castle
- Stranraer Ice Rink CLUB OUTING?

2017-18 CURLING WEEKENDS

BUILD YOUR OWN CURLING PACKAGE!

from

Acommodation includes Dinner, Bed & Breakfast
and one on-ice session per night stayed.
1 night DBB
2 or more nights DBB
Single room supplement

Why not add in a little something extra?

BOOK NOW t:

£5.00
£6.00
£12.50
£15.00
£9.95
£3.00

01776 704 413 |

per person

FULL BOARD

Rate includes 2 Nights DBB, 2 Buffet Lunches
and a minimum of 3 games of curling!
Famous Grouse
13 - 15 October 2017
Berkmann Wine
27 - 29 October 2017
Courvoisier
3 - 5 November 2017
Highland Spring
24 - 26 November 2017
Prize Weekend
5-7 January 2018
Glayva
12 - 14 January 2018
Grants FULL
26 - 28 January 2018
Glenfiddich LIMITED SPACE
2 - 4 February 2018
Beefeater
9 - 11 February 2018
Tennent Caledonian
23 - 25 February 2018
Teachers
2 - 4 March 2018

£60.00
£50.00
£10.00

Additional ice costs (per session)
Snack lunch - soup, sandwich & tea or coffee
2 course lunch with tea or coffee
3 course lunch with tea or coffee
Afternoon tea (sandwiches, scones & a selection of cakes)
Afternoon cream tea - tea or coffe with scones

ONLY £150

e:

hotel@northwestcastle.co.uk

Rate based on 2 people sharing a classic room
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FEATURES
#CURLCLEAN

The World Curling Federation (WCF) used
the World Junior Curling Championships
to launch their new anti-doping initiative,
#CurlClean, supported by the World AntiDoping Agency (WADA). Athletes competing in the Championships have pledged
their allegiance to curl clean, placing a painted hand on a white banner and signing
their name and country.
The baseline for the programme is simple: creating awareness and promoting clean sport.
Doping is a serious matter and while WADA and the WCF make that very clear, they hope #CurlClean
will encourage the younger athletes at these championships to be a part of the conversation.
With a section of the athlete’s preparation area set up for the WADA and #CurlClean team,
competitors were encouraged to stop by for information and activities. This included completing
the Play True quiz consisting of ten questions to familiarise the athletes with the roles and
responsibilities behind anti-doping.
Stacy from WADA explained that the banners and encouraging dialogue were present for a
reason.

“

“

I think there is a place for lectures, a place for information sessions, but
this is an inviting place for them. These athletes are also young and just
starting their careers, so to have them see the logo, see #CurlClean and
to start thinking about it and themselves is a win-win.

The Korean Anti-Doping Agency (KADA) was also present, working alongside WADA and the
WCF, taking photos and handing out much-needed KADA hand warmers.
PHOTOS: © WCF / TOM ROWLAND

SCOTTISH MEN’S
TOUR TO USA
The Scottish men returned home in early
February after a three-week journey around 28
curling clubs in the USA. Unfortunately for the
tourists, this time around the American curlers
were able to hold on to the trophy with a margin of
100 shots.
Irrespective of the scoreline, the 20 Scots curlers have
had an amazing trip full of wonderful experiences of places
visited and people met. The American hosts did their utmost
to ensure the Scots enjoyed the trip; with hospitality second
to none and some wonderful memories made.
We look forward to receiving the return tour in 2022.
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For more from the USA Tour, visit
the tourists blog by clicking here >>

DO YOU WANT TO BE PART OF THE NEXT YOUR CURLER?
Complete our online form by...

MARCH 22nd 2017

Visit the RCCC website or click >>
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COMPETITIONS
& EVENTS
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Simply click on the dates for more information.
27th February – 2nd March
HENDERSON BISHOP
Kinross Curling

1st – 3rd March
SCOTTISH CURLING WHEELCHAIR
CHAMPIONSHIP
The Peak, Stirling
3rd – 5th March
THE RINK CHAMPIONSHIP
Forfar Indoor Sports

4th – 11th March
WORLD WHEELCHAIR CURLING
CHAMPIONSHIP
Gangneung, Republic of Korea
5th March
ASHAM UNDER 14 SLAM –
MURRAYFIELD
Murrayfield Curling, Edinburgh

10th – 12th February
SCOTTISH SCHOOLS CURLING
CHAMPIONSHIP
intu Brahead, Renfrewshire
10th – 12th March
SCOTTISH CURLING MIXED
CHAMPIONSHIP
Curl Aberdeen

- MA

R

14th March
THE MAXWELL TROPHY
Murrayfield Curling, Edinburgh
14th March
THE MORTON TROPHY
Fife Ice Arena

15th – 19th March
ABERDEEN INTERNATIONAL
CURLING CHAMPIONSHIP
Curl Aberdeen

15th – 19th March
HUNGARIAN MIXED DOUBLES
CURLING CUP
Budapest, Hungary
17th – 19th March
SCOTTISH CURLING PAIRS
CHAMPIONSHIP
Stranraer Ice Rink

18th – 26th March
WORLD WOMEN’S CURLING
CHAMPIONSHIP
Beijing, China
19th March
RCCC FUNSPIEL
Dumfries Ice Bowl

24th – 26th March
DUMFRIES MIXED DOUBLES
Dumfries Ice Bowl
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28TH WINTER
UNIVERSIADE GOLD!
Great Britain was represented by 10 curlers – nine of them Scottish
– at the 28th Winter Universiade, the biggest global winter multisport event for students, which took place in Almaty, Kazakhstan.
GBR men’s curling team beat Sweden in the 2017 Winter Universiade final in
Almaty, Kazakhstan to win GBR’s first ever men’s curling gold medal at a Winter
Universiade, following a bronze in 2015 and silver in 2013 and 2007. The GBR
women were unfortunate not to progress to the knock out stages, after some
strong performances in the round robin left them tied in fourth place with
Switzerland, who they had narrowly beaten in the round robin match. A tight
tie-breaker game followed, but GBR were run out of stones in the tenth end,
final score 6-4.

After winning 10 matches out of 10, the men’s curling team found themselves up against a strong
Swedish outfit in the gold medal game. In their run to the final, GBR arguably faced their toughest
challenge against reigning Universiade champions, Norway. Brimming with confidence after
winning all nine of their previous fixtures, GBR recorded a 9-8 win against one of the competition
favourites.
A tense final ensued, with GBR taking a 5-2 lead into the half-time interval, before a Sweden
resurgence saw them score four points without response in the second half – giving them a 6-5
lead heading into the final ends.
It was an incredibly tight game in the latter stages of the final, but GBR regained their earlier match
form and the Swedish team were forced to settle for a silver medal as GBR triumphed with an 8-6
victory.
After securing gold, GBR’s men’s skip, Bruce Mouat said:

“

“

It feels great that the men have finally won the gold. It was a
really good final – we started really well and finished really well. To
finally get the gold around out neck and to do it in such fashion is
TEAM GB’S GOLD MEDAL
just absolute class.
WINNING MEN’S CURLERS ARE:
BRUCE MOUAT
(Edinburgh Napier University),
BOBBY LAMMIE
(University of Stirling),
GREGOR CANNON
(University of Strathclyde),
DERRICK SLOAN
(Robert Gordon University),
AND ALASDAIR SCHRIEIBER
(University of Strathclyde)

FOUR NATIONS
Scotland hosted the Four Nations at Greenacres Curling Rink
between 28th – 29th January 2017, and contested the various
trophies against England, Wales and Ireland with mixed fortunes.

The Scottish women won the Connie Miller Trophy against England. In the
first game Liz Paul and her team of Margaret Pottie, Linsey Alison and Margaret
Nicol went down by one shot and in the second game the rink of Fiona Spain,
Emily Hamilton, Nicole Woodward and Linsey McGillivray won a tight game with
enough shots to secure the victory.
It was a very different story against the English men who defended the Tom
Ballantyne Trophy. Against Ireland, Scotland got off to a good start with wins for
both the men and women. Graham Lindsay, Jim Cullen, David McRoberts and
Bob Pottie won for the men and Ann-Maree Davidson, Emily Hamilton, Morag
Wellman and Liz Cullen won for the women. That success was not repeated in
the mixed games - resulting in Ireland retaining the Marshall Millennium trophy.
Wales had the upper hand against Scotland and won the Big Bertha.
An enjoyable weekend of curling and socialising was had by all participants.
What Scotland may have lacked on the ice was more than made up for on the
dance floor!
Next year the Four Nations will be hosted by Ireland at Stranraer.
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SCOTTISH CURLING SENIOR
CHAMPIONSHIPS 2017
The Women’s and Men’s Finals of the Scottish Curling Senior
Championships took place at a packed Lanarkshire Ice Rink on
Sunday 12th February with Team Lockhart (Jackie Lockhart – skip,
Christine Cannon, Isobel Hannen and Margaret Richardson) taking
the 2017 Scottish Curling Senior Women’s Championship title and
Team Drysdale (Ian Drysdale – skip, Dave McQueen, Ronnie Wilson
and Graham Lindsay) taking the 2017 Scottish Curling Senior
Men’s Championship title. These teams will now go on to represent
Scotland at the World Senior Curling Championships in Lethbridge,
Canada from 22nd – 29th April 2017.

Going into the finals, 2016 Scottish Senior Curling Champions Team Lockhart
were the only undefeated team. They found themselves up against Team McLaren
(Jane McLaren – skip, Jackie Craig, Fiona MacFarlane and Marjorie McCulloch) in
the women’s final.
Team Lockhart had managed to get a 7-1 lead at the halfway point, in the fifth
end facing four counting opposition stones, Jane played a draw with her last,
but connected with her front stones, tapping one up to take Lockhart down to a
three. The sixth end saw fewer stones in play than previous ends, Lockhart played
a nice hit and roll with her first to lie shot, McLaren replied with a draw, but it
was heavy and went through the back. Jackie played a stone to stop Jane trying
the same again and sat top four, leaving McLaren to hit and roll to count one.
Handshakes were offered with the final score 10-2. Team Lockhart are Scottish
Curling Senior Champions two years running!
Team Drysdale were paired against Team Hemming (Andrew Hemming –
skip, Billy Johnston, Neil Murray and Steve Russell) in the men’s final. The two

men’s teams had already met in the round robin, however it had
been a very close affair, with the game going to an extra end and
Drysdale eventually taking it, with the end score 6-5 and the final
was to prove equally close. Going into the last end the score was 3-2
with Hemming in the lead but Drysdale having hammer. By skips
stones the house was empty – Hemming played a draw behind the
corner guard with his first, Drysdale followed his line, bumping the
opposition stone back just a little and sitting shot, Hemming did the
same with his last, once again sitting one. Drysdale nailed a take out
for two, winning a very tight final and becoming Scottish Curling
Senior Champions 2017.

For a full report from the final,
click here >>

TEAM KINNEAR RETAIN SCOTTISH
UNDER 17 ASHAM SLAM
Twenty-four teams of junior curlers from all over Scotland descended on
Dewars Centre in Perth this weekend for the Perth Junior Open, the fifth and
final event of the Asham Under 17 Slam for the 2016/17 season.
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PICTURED:
TEAM KINNEAR
(Perth Junior Open winners and
overall Asham Under 17 winners)
TEAM FARMER
(Top Female Under 17 Team)

Craik and Kinnear topped the rankings – progressing directly to the semi-finals, leaving
the other four teams to contest the quarter-finals. Gallacher outplayed Kennedy and Morton
edged Farmer in the quarters.
The semi-finals saw Gallacher take on Craik and Morton play Kinnear. Both semi-finals
followed the round robin ranking, with Craik and Kinnear progressing to the final. Team
Kinnear controlled the final, coming out 9-3 to the better and taking the Perth Junior Open
title.
As the top ranked of the second-placed teams Haswell and Gow progressed straight to the
low road semi-finals – leaving Henderson, Blair, Davie and Lyon to contest the quarter finals.
Davie and Lyon edged out Blair and Henderson respectively, which placed them into two
extremely close semi-finals, both going down to the last stone with Gow beating Lyon and
Haswell overcoming Davie, both games by a single shot.
So the low road final also followed the round robin ranking, with Haswell and Gow
contesting the final. Haswell started strongly and went on to dominate the final, in the end
comfortable winners of the low road, final score 11-3.
As this was the last event on the Asham Under 17 Slam for the 2016/17 season there were
prizes to be awarded for the outstanding performances for two teams. Team Farmer (Beth
Farmer, Kirstin Bousie, Katie McMillan and Alexandra Mackintosh) were crowned the Top
Female Under 17 team for the 2016/17 season, while Team Kinnear (Callum Kinnear, Ryan
McCormack, Duncan McFadzean and Matthew McKenzie) crowned Scottish Under 17 Asham
Slam winners. The boys have been formidable at this age group for the last two years in
junior curling – this year winning all four events they entered, as winners of the Slam they
have earned the right to attend the World Curling Federation Junior Curling Camp in Fussen,
Germany.

Click for al line scores and the final
leaderboard >>
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NATIONAL MASTERS
CURLING CHAMPIONSHIP
The National Masters took place at Greenacres Curling Rink
from 2nd – 5th February. Prentice and his team of Lockhart Steele,
Jim Cullen and George Delgaty grabbed the National Masters
Championship title for the first time, and for him the first opportunity
since he became age eligible to play. The women’s title was taken by
Elaine Semple and her local Greenacres team Maggie Rutherford,
Alison MacLennan and Sheila Cowan. They were pushed all the way
in the final by the 2016 Champions, skipped by Margaret Scott from
Kirkcaldy.

Semple team got off to a flying start in the final taking a single point in the
first end before stealing a pair in the second and another one in the third to lead
4-0 at this early stage. Scott engineered a two in the fourth end before giving
away single points in the next two ends to trail 6-2 with two ends remaining.
Scott grabbed their second two-pointer in the seventh end to trail 4-6. In the
final end the Scott team established cover in front of the house which Semple
and her players simply could not break down and after some precise stones from
Team Scott it looked like an extra end; with Semple facing a tough controlled
weight take-out through a narrow port to remove one of the opposition counters
with her final stone. She played the shot to perfection removing one shot of her
opponents, leaving another, but importantly winning the game 6-5 to great
applause from the appreciative crowd in the Greenacres lounge.
The men’s final saw Prentice take on Hamilton. After five ends of fine play by
both teams the score was tied at 2-2, before Prentice got ahead with a deuce in
the sixth and a well-crafted steal of a point in the seventh end to finally get away
from the Hamilton team, leading 5-2 going into the final end. The Ayr squad tried
to get the three-pointer in the last end but instead lost three points to lose 8-2.

For full line scores from the National
Masters, click here >>

Bringing the world closer
The RCCC have teamed up with award-winning Fred. Olsen Cruise Lines
to give you a very tempting 10% membership discount* on your first sailing
with them – and that’s on top of any current offers. Existing Fred. Olsen
customers can save 5%, in addition to their 5% Loyalty Club discount.

To book using your discount code RCCC10 call the RCCC booking
hotline 0800 0355 108 or visit www.fredolsencruises.com
*All bookings are subject to Fred. Olsen’s (FOCL) standard terms & conditions, available on our website & on request. All prices quoted under the RCCC members discount offer
are exclusive to qualifying members & their travelling companions only, members must quote their discount code at time of booking. Membership discounts cannot be applied
retrospectively. Bookings must be made via the booking hotline number 0800 0355 108. Proof of membership will be required at the time of booking. Offers cannot be extended to
any unrelated third party, are subject to availability & may be withdrawn or amended at any time without prior notice. From time to time FOCL may run special offers which cannot be
combined with this discount, including selected group travel deals. All guests booked under this scheme are requested to refrain from disclosing the fare paid whilst
on board. Offer is for first-time cruisers with Fred. Olsen only. Fred. Olsen Oceans members are entitled to a 5% RCCC discount subject to the same terms & conditions,
to be applied after the standard Oceans discount, where applicable. In this instance, Oceans Terms & Conditions apply. This offer expires on 31st May 2017. E&OE.
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WORLD JUNIOR CURLING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Team Scotland (skip Sophie Jackson
her team of Naomi Brown, Mili Smith,
Sophie Sinclair and alternate Laura Barr)
claimed Silver in the Women’s World
Junior Curling Championships Final.

The girls made it through the round robin on
seven wins and two losses – qualifying joint top
with Sweden. In the play-offs Scotland lost to
Sweden 9-6, however an impressively dominant
semi-final against Canada resulted in a 13-2
victory and secured them a spot in the Gold
medal game final, guaranteeing them a medal.
Sweden had a 6-4 half-time lead; in the sixth
end, Jackson was very short with her final draw
and gave up a steal of two, extending Sweden’s
lead to 8-4. However, Jackson made no mistake
with her final draw for two shots in the seventh
end after a clearance attempt by Wranaa had failed to remove one
Scottish stone from the house. After long consideration, Wranaa elected
to attempt a take-out with her last stone of the eighth end and managed
to come through a narrow port in front of the house to hit and lie for two
shots and a 10-6 lead.
In the ninth, the Scots could not get anything going, leaving Jackson
with just a draw for one shot, to reduce Sweden’s lead to 10-7. Scotland ran
out of stones in the tenth, making Sweden World Champions and forcing
the Scots to settle for silver. After the final, Scotland skip Sophie Jackson
said: “I’m a bit gutted, but we’ve had a really good week. I’m speechless
really, we’ve done way better than we expected, so we’re still happy. I’m so
proud of my team, we’ve done so much this season, it’s been a really long
season.”
Meanwhile the men missed out on a bronze medal after a loss to Norway.
The team of Cameron Bryce (skip), Robin Brydone, Euan Kyle, Frazer Shaw
and alternate Ross Whyte fought hard through the week; by the end of the
round robin they were one of four teams tied in second place on six wins
and three losses.
Scotland emerged victorious from their Page 3-4 Play-off game, beating
Norway by 8-7 to move onto the sole semi-final. Against a strong Korean
side, Scotland went down 11-4 in the semi-final, leaving them out of
contention for Gold but still with a chance of medalling.
The Scottish men gave themselves a mountain to climb in the bronze
medal game against Norway. Despite having beaten Norway just two days
before, the boys weren’t able to come back from an early seven-point lead
for Norway, and although they were able to get on the board in the fourth
handshakes were offered after the eighth end, final score 10-3.

PHOTOS © WCF / TOM ROWLAND

For a more detailed report, click here >>

Tweet of the Month...

For more like this, follow @AlineHardie
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SCOTTISH CURLING CHAMPIONSHIPS
The Women’s and Men’s Final’s of the Scottish Curling
Championships took place at a packed Dewars Centre, Perth
on Saturday 25th February with Team Muirhead taking the
2017 Scottish Curling Women’s Championship title and Team
Murdoch taking the 2017 Men’s title.

The first end of the Women’s Final was blanked and then the teams
traded singles in the second and third, another blank in the fourth end left
it 1-1 going into the fifth end. Eve’s first stone wrecked on a guard, giving
Hannah a chance to draw to the opposition stone which was sitting centre
of the house, just behind the t-line. Hannah was slightly heavy, leaving
Eve a take-out – her sweepers worked it hard and a great shot gave Team
Muirhead (Eve Muirhead, Anna Sloan, Vicki Adams and Lauren Gray) a
three, to lead 4-1 at the fifth end break.
Another single in the sixth for Team Fleming (Hannah Fleming, Jennifer
Dodds, Vicky Wright and Alice Spence) was followed by a steal of one,
narrowing the gap on the scoreline.
A straight-forward hit and stick for Eve gave her a two in the eighth
end, followed by Hannah drawing to the house for one in the ninth, going
into the last end without hammer. Team Muirhead did everything in their
power to prevent Team Fleming from stealing the two she needed for an
extra end, clearing stones as soon as they were played and rolling out to
avoid leaving cover in the tenth end. When Hannah’s first stone came up
light handshakes were offered, with Team Muirhead winning their third
consecutive – and seventh ever – Scottish Curling Championship title!
The first few ends of the Men’s Final had some nervous moments for
Team Mouat (Bruce Mouat, Bobby Lammie, Gregor Cannon, Derrick Sloan
and Alasdair Schreiber) supporters – the 6-3 score could have been very
different!
An unfortunate jam for Bruce in the fifth end meant the loss of his
second shot stone, so after David played he faced three. A light draw from
Bruce looked like it was going to manage to cut Team Murdoch down,
even though it wasn’t shot. David was able to take it out however, and
although not all his stones stayed in play, Team Murdoch (David Murdoch,
Greg Drummond, Scott Andrews and Michael Goodfellow) still claimed a
three to put the score at 9-3 at the fifth end break.
With his last stone in the sixth, facing two very level opposition stones,
David managed to pull off a difficult double, leaving Bruce to hit and roll
out to blank and retain hammer. Team Mouat stuck in during the seventh
end to claim one. It looked like Team Mouat were going to capitalise on a
couple of mistakes from Team Murdoch in the eighth, however they only
managed to limit Team Murdoch to a one, at which point handshakes
were offered with the final score 10-4.
Team Muirhead will represent Scotland at the World Women’s Curling
Championships in Beijing China, while Team Murdoch will represent
Scotland at the World Men’s Curling Championships in Edmonton, Canada.

For all line scores from the Scottish
Curling Championships, click here >>
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PHOTOS © RCCC / BRIAN BATTENSBY 2017

